
STOMP
ACTIVE-INTERACTIVE PLAY



STOMP is the new interactive play attraction that packs tons 

of action into a small space. This play experience pits players 

of all ages against one another in a fun, friendly, challenging 

competition that’s as much fun to see as it is to play. Watch 

the crowds gather as players run, jump, and stomp their way 

to the top score.

STOMP to the Top
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STOMP Options
STOMP is available in your choice of two-player and four-player 

options that will transform any space into a brand-building attraction.

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS PRODUCT #

Two Player

Four Player

7’-2” x 3’-2” x 5’-9”
(2.17m x 0.96m x 1.75m)

7’-2” x 5’-2” x 5’-9”
(2.17m x 1.75m x 1.75m)

F14272

F14270

STOMP will transform 
any space into a brand-
building attraction.

MODEL DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS PRODUCT #

F142707’-2” x 5’-2” x 5’-9” 
(2.17m x 1.75m x 1.75m)STOMP Four Player
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ACTIVE 
PLAY

This fast-paced 
competition gets 

kids’ arms, legs and 
hearts pumping as 
they run, jump and 
stomp as quickly as 

they can.

MULTI- 
GENERATIONAL 
STOMP is designed 
to attract all ages, 

giving both kids and 
adults a fun play 

experience that they 
can enjoy together.

INTERACTIVE 
EXPERIENCE 

STOMP responds 
with fun light and 

sound effects every 
time a player steps, 

runs or jumps on 
the pressure pads.

PLUG-N-
PLAY 

Unlike other play 
equipment, STOMP 

needs no special 
safety surfacing. 
Just plug it into a 
standard power 
outlet and watch 

the fun begin.

ONE TO FOUR 
PLAYERS 

STOMP is as much 
fun for one person 
as it is for four and 
can accommodate 
up to two or four 

players.

STOMP Advantages
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Watch STOMP in Action
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Watch stomp in action by going to: 
SOFTPLAY.COM/STOMP

Watch STOMP in action


